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Abstract. Workload ﬂows in enterprise systems that use the multi-tier paradigm
are often characterized as bursty, i.e., exhibit a form of temporal dependence.
Burstiness often results in dramatic degradation of the perceived user perfor-
mance, which is extremely difﬁcult to capture with existing capacity planning
models. The main reason behind this deﬁciency of traditional capacity planning
models is that the user perceived performance is the result of the complex inter-
action of a very complex workload with a very complex system. In this paper, we
propose a simple and effective methodology for detecting burstiness symptoms in
multi-tier systems rather than identifying the low-level exact cause of burstiness
as traditional models would require. We provide an effective way to incorporate
this information into a surprisingly simple and effective modeling methodology.
Thisnew modeling methodology isbased ontheindex of dispersion of theservice
process at a server, which is inferred by observing the number of completions
within the concatenated busy periods of that server. The index of dispersion to-
gether with other measurements that reﬂect the “estimated” mean and the 95th
percentile of service times are used to derive a Markov-modulated process that
captures well burstiness and variability of the true service process, despite in-
evitable inaccuracies that result from inexact and limited measurements. Detailed
experimentation on a TPC-Wtestbed where all measurements areobtained by HP
(Mercury) Diagnostics, a commercially available tool, shows that the proposed
technique offers a simple yet powerful solution to the difﬁcult problem of infer-
ring accurate descriptors of the service time process from coarse measurements
of a given system. Experimental and model prediction results are in excellent
agreement and argue strongly for the effectiveness of the proposed methodology
under both bursty and non-bursty workloads.
Keywords: capacity planning, multi-tier systems, transactions, sessions, bursty
workload, bottleneck switch, index of dispersion.
1 Introduction
The performance of a multi-tier system is determined by the interactions between the
incoming requests and the different hardware architectures and software systems that
serve them. In order to model these interactions for capacity planning, a detailed char-
acterization of the workloads and of the application is needed, but such a “customized”
analysis and modeling may be very time consuming, error-prone, and inefﬁcient in
practice. An alternative approach is to rely on live system measurements and to assume
that the performanceof each software or hardware resource is completelycharacterized
⋆ This work is partially supported by NSF grants CNS-0720699 and CCF-0811417, and a gift
from HPLabs. A short version of this paper titled “How to Parameterize Models with Bursty
Workloads” appeared in the HotMetrics 2008 Workshop (non-copyrighted) [5].by its mean service time, a quantity that is easy to obtain with simple measurement
procedures.The mean service times of different classes of transaction requests together
with the transaction mix can be used as inputs to the widely-used Mean Value Analysis
(MVA) models [13,26,30] to predict the overall system performance under various
load conditions. The popularity of MVA-based models is due to their simplicity and
their ability to capture complex systems and workloads in a straightforward manner.
In this paper, we present strong evidence that MVA models of multi-tier architectures
can be unacceptablyinaccurate if the processed workloads exhibit burstiness, i.e., short
uneven spikes of peak congestion during the lifetime of the system. Motivated by this
problem, we deﬁne here a new methodology for effective capacity planning under
bursty workload conditions.
Internetﬂash-crowdsarefamiliarexamplesofburstytrafﬁcandarecharacterizedby
periods of continuouspeak arrival rate that signiﬁcantly deviate from the average trafﬁc
intensity.Similarly,afootprintofburstinessinsystemworkloadsisthepresenceofshort
uneven peaks in utilization measurements, which indicate that the server periodically
faces congestion. In multi-tier systems, congestion may arise from the super-position
of several events including database locks, variability in service time of software op-
erations, memory contention, and/or characteristics of the scheduling algorithms. The
above events interact in a complex way with the underlyinghardware/software systems
and with the incoming requests, often resulting in short congestion periods where the
entire system is signiﬁcantly slowed down. For example, even for multi-tier systems
where the database server is highly-efﬁcient, a locking condition on a database table
may slow down the service of multiple requests that try to access the same data and
make the database the bottleneck server for a time period. During that period of time,
the database performancedominates the performanceof the overall system, while most
of the time another resource, e.g., the application server, may be the primary cause
of delays in the system. Thus, the performance of the multi-tier system can vary in
time depending on which is the current bottleneck resource and can be signiﬁcantly
conditionedby dependenciesbetween servers that cannot by captured by MVA models.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no simple methodology exists that captures in
a simple way this time-varying bottleneck switch in multi-tier systems and its perfor-
mance implications.
In this paper, we present a new approach to integrate workload burstiness in perfor-
mancemodels,whichrelies onserverbusyperiods(theyareimmediatelyobtainedfrom
server utilization measurements across time) and measurements of request completions
within the busy periods. All measurements are collected with coarse granularity. After
giving quantitativeexamples of the importanceof integratingburstiness in performance
models, we analyze a real three-tier architecture subject to TPC-W workloads with dif-
ferent burstiness proﬁles. We show that burstiness in the service process can be inferred
effectively from traces using the index of dispersion for counts of completed requests,
a measure of burstiness frequently used in the analysis of time series and network
trafﬁc [8,11]. The indexof dispersion jointly capturesservice variability and burstiness
in a single number and can also be related to the well-known Hurst parameter used in
the analysis of long-range dependence [4]. Furthermore, the index of dispersion can be
inferredreliablyalso if the lengthof the trace is short.Using the indexof dispersion,we
showthat the accuracyof themodelpredictioncanbe increasedbyup to30% compared
to standard queueing models parameterized only with mean service demands [21].
Exploiting basic properties of bursty processes, we are also able to include in the
analysis the 95th percentile of service times, which is widely used in computer perfor-mance engineering to quantify the peak-to-mean ratio of service demands. Therefore,
our performance models are speciﬁed by three parameters only for each server: the
mean, the index of dispersion, and the 95th percentile of service demands, making
a strong case of being practical, easy, yet surprisingly accurate. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper makes a ﬁrst strong case in the use of a new practical modeling
paradigm for capacity planning that encompasses workload burstiness. We stress that
the predictionmodelswe proposedonotrequireexplicitidentiﬁcationofthe cause(s)of
theobservedburstiness.Instead,theyuseapowerfulbutsimpleabstractionthatcaptures
the effects of burstiness in complex multi-tiered environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce service
burstinessusingillustrativeexamplesandpresentthe methodologyforthemeasurement
of the index of dispersion to parameterize the proposed model. In Section 3, we discuss
the multi-tier architecture and the TPC-W workloads used in experiments and show
that existing queueing models can not work if bottleneck switch exists in the system.
The proposed modeling paradigm that integrates burstiness in performance models
is presented in Section 4. Section 4 also shows the experimental results that validate
the accuracy of the new methodology in comparison with standard mean-value based
capacity planning. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions.
2 Burstiness in Performance Models: Do We Really Need It?
In this section, we show some examples of the importance of burstiness in performance
models. In order to show that burstiness can consistently affect the performance of a
system and gain intuition about its fundamental features, we use a simple example. Let
us consider the four workloads shown in Figure 1.
Each plot represents a sample of 20,000 service times generated from the same
hyperexponential distribution with mean µ−1 = 1 and squared coefﬁcient-of-variation
SCV = 3. The only difference is that we impose to each trace a unique burstiness
proﬁle. In Figure 1(b)-(d), the large service times progressively aggregate in bursts,
while in Figure 1(a) they appear in random points of the trace. In particular, Figure 1(d)
showsthe extremecase whereall largerequestsare compressedinto asinglelargeburst.
Thus, we use the term “burstiness” to indicate traces that are not just “variable” as the
sample in Figure 1(a), but that also aggregate in “bursty periods” as in Figure 1(b)-(d).
What is the performance implication on systems of the different burstiness proﬁles
in Figure 1(a)-(d)? Assuming that the request arrival times to the server follow an
exponential distribution with mean λ−1 = 2 and 1.25, a simulation analysis of the
M/Trace/1 queue3 at 50% and 80% utilization, respectively, provides the response
times, i.e., the service time plus waiting/queueing times in a server, shown in Table 1.
Irrespectively of the identical properties of the service time distribution, burstiness
clearly has paramount importance for queueing prediction, both in terms of response
time mean and tail. For instance, at 50% utilization the mean response time for the
trace in Figure 1(d) is approximately 40 times slower than the service times in Figure
1(a) and the 95th percentile of the response times is nearly 80 times longer. In general,
the performance degradation is monotonically increasing with burstiness; therefore it
is important to distinguish the behaviors in Figure 1(a)-(d) via a quantitative index.
3 We remark that workload burstiness rules out independence of service time samples, thus the
classic Pollaczek-Khinchin formula for the M/G/1 queue does not apply if the service time
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Fig.1. Four workload traces with identical hyper-exponential distribution (mean µ
−1 = 1,
SCV = 3), but different burstiness proﬁles. Given the identical variability, trace (d) represents
the case of maximum burstiness where all large service times appear consecutively in a large
burst. The index of dispersion I, introduced in this paper for the characterization of workloads
in multi-tier architectures and reported on top of each ﬁgure, is able to capture the signiﬁcantly
different burstiness of the four workloads. As the name suggest, the dispersion of the bursty
periods increases up to the limit case in Figure (d) as I grows.
Response Time (util=0.5) Response Time (util=0.8) Index of Dispersion
Workload mean 95th percentile mean 95th percentile I
Fig. 1(a) 3.02 14.42 8.70 33.26 3.0
Fig. 1(b) 11.00 83.35 43.35 211.76 22.3
Fig. 1(c) 26.69 252.18 72.31 485.42 92.6
Fig. 1(d) 120.49 1132.40 150.32 1346.53 488.7
Table 1. Response time of the M/Trace/1 queue relatively to the service times traces shown in
Figure 1. The server is evaluated for utilizations ρ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.8.
Overall the results in Table 1 give intuition that we really need burstiness in perfor-
mance models. The index of dispersion introducedin the next section is instrumental to
capture the difference in the burstiness proﬁles and providesa simple way to generalize
queueing models to effectively capture the performance of bursty workloads and the
effects of bottleneck switch.2.1 Characterization of Burstiness: the Index of Dispersion
We use the index of dispersion I for counts to characterize the burstiness of service
times [8,11]. This is a standard burstiness index used in networking [11], which we
apply here to the characterization of workload burstiness in multi-tier applications.
The index of dispersion has a broad applicability and wide popularity in stochastic
analysis and engineering [8]. From a mathematical perspective, the index of dispersion
of a service process is a measure deﬁned on the squared coefﬁcient-of-variation SCV
and on the lag-k autocorrelations4 ρk, k ≥ 1, of the service times as follows:
I = SCV
 
1 + 2
∞ X
k=1
ρk
!
. (1)
The joint presence of SCV and autocorrelationsin I is sufﬁcient to discriminate traces
like those in Figure 1(a)-(d), e.g., for the trace in Figure 1(a) the correlations are stat-
ically negligible, since the probability of a service time being small or large is sta-
tistically unrelated to its position in the trace. However, for the trace in Figure 1(d),
consecutivesamples tend to assume similar values, thereforethe sum of autocorrelation
in (1) is maximal in Figure 1(d). The last column of Table 1 reports the values of I for
thefourexampletraces.Thevaluesstronglyindicatethat I is able toreﬂect thedifferent
burstiness levels in Figure 1(a)-(d) which directly affect the performance results.
Note that I = 1 if service times are exponential,thus the indexof dispersionmay be
interpreted qualitatively as the ratio of the observed service burstiness with respect to a
Poisson process; therefore, values of I of the order of hundredsor more indicate a clear
departurefromtheexponentialityassumptionsand,unlesstherealSCV is anomalously
high, I can be used as a good indicator of burstiness. Although the mathematical def-
inition of I in (1) is simple, this formulation is not practical for estimation because of
the inﬁnite summation involved and its sensitivity to noise. In the next subsection, we
describe a simple alternative way of estimating I.
2.2 Measuring the Index of Dispersion
Instead of (1), we provide an alternative deﬁnition of the index of dispersion for a
service process as follows. Let Nt be the number of requests completed in a time
window of t seconds, where the t seconds are counted ignoring the server’s idle time
(that is, by conditioning on the period where the system is busy, Nt is a property of
the service process which is independent of queueing or arrival characteristics). If we
regard Nt as a random variable, that is, if we perform several experiments by varying
the time windowplacementin the trace and obtaindifferentvalues of Nt, then the index
of dispersion I is the limit [8]:
I = lim
t→+∞
V ar(Nt)
E[Nt]
, (2)
4 Autocorrelation is used as a statistical measure of the relationship between a random variable
and itself [4]. In a time series of random variables {Xn}, where n = 0,...,∞, ρk expresses
the value of the autocorrelation coefﬁcient as follows: ρk =
E[(Xt− −1)(Xt+k− −1)]
σ2 , where
µ
−1 is the mean, σ
2 is the common variance of {Xn}, and k denotes the time separation
between the occurrences Xt and Xt+k.where V ar(Nt) is the variance of the number of completed requests and E[Nt] is the
mean service rate during busy periods. Since the value of I depends on the number of
completed requests in an asymptotically large observation period, an approximation of
this index can be also computed if the measurements are obtained with coarse granu-
larity. For example, suppose that the sampling resolution is T = 60s, and assume to
approximate t → +∞ as t ≈ 2 hours, then Nt is computed by summing the number of
completed requests in 120 consecutive samples. Repeating the evaluation for different
positions of the time window of length t, we compute V ar(Nt) and E[Nt]. Here, we
use the pseudo-code in Figure 2 to estimate I directly from (2). The pseudo-code is a
straight-forward evaluation of V ar(Nt)/E[Nt] for different values of t. Intuitively, the
algorithm in Figure 2 calculates I of the service process by observing the completions
of jobs in concatenated busy period samples. Because of this concatenation, queueing
is masked out and the index of dispersion of job completions serves as a good approxi-
mation of the index of dispersion of the service process.
Input
T, the sampling resolution (e.g., 60s)
K, total number of samples, assume K > 100
Uk, utilization in the kth period, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
nk, number of completed requests in the kth period, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
tol, convergence tolerance (e.g., 0.20)
Estimation of the Index of Dispersion I
1. get the busy time in the kth period Bk := Uk · T, 1 ≤ k ≤ K;
2. initialize t = T and Y (0) = 0;
3. do
a. for each Ak = (Bk,Bk+1,...,Bk+j),
Pj
i=0 Bk+i ≈ t,
aa. compute N
k
t =
Pj
i=0 nk+i;
b. if the set of values N
k
t has less than 100 elements,
bb. stop and collect new measures because the trace is too short;
c. Y (t) = V ar(N
k
t )/E[N
k
t ];
d. increase t by T;
until |1 − (Y (t)/Y (t − T))| ≤ tol, i.e., the values of Y (t) converge.
5. return the last computed value of Y (t) as estimate of I.
Fig.2. Estimation of I from utilization samples.
3 Burstiness in Multi-Tier Applications: Symptoms and Causes
Today, a multi-tier architecture has become the industry standard for implementing
scalable client-server enterprise applications. In our experiments, we use a testbed of
a multi-tier e-commerce site that is built according to the TPC-W speciﬁcations. This
allows to conduct experiments under different settings in a controlled environment,
which then allows to evaluate the proposed modeling methodology that is based on
the index of dispersion.
3.1 Experimental Environment
TPC-W is a widely used e-commerce benchmark that simulates the operation of an
online bookstore [10]. Typically, this multi-tier application uses a three-tier architec-
ture paradigm, which consists of a web server, an application server, and a back-endClient 1
Client 2
Front Server Database Server
MySQL query 
MySQL reply HTTP reply
HTTP request
Fig.3. E-commerce experimental environment.
database. A client communicates with this web service via a web interface, where the
unit of activity at the client-side corresponds to a webpage download.In general, a web
page is composed by an HTML ﬁle and several embedded objects such as images. In
a production environment, it is common that the web and the application servers reside
on the same hardware,and sharedresourcesare used bythe applicationand web servers
to generate main HTML ﬁles as well as to retrieve page embedded objects. We opt to
put both the web server and the application server on the same machine called the front
server5. A high-level overview of the experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 3 and
speciﬁcs of the software/hardware used are given in Table 2.
Processor RAM OS
Clients (Emulated-Browsers) Pentium D, 2-way x 3.2 GHz 4 GB Linux Redhat 9.0
Front Server - Apache/Tomcat 5.5 Pentium D, 1-way x 3.2 GHz 4 GB Linux Redhat 9.0
Database Server - MySQL5.0 Pentium D, 2-way x 3.2 GHz 4 GB Linux Redhat 9.0
Table 2. Hardware/software components of the TPC-W testbed.
Since the HTTP protocol does not provide any means to delimit the beginning or
the end of a web page, it is very difﬁcult to accurately measure the aggregate resources
consumed due to web page processing at the server side. Accurate CPU consumption
estimates are requiredforbuildingan effectiveapplicationprovisioningmodelbut there
is no practical way to effectively measure the service times for all page objects. To
address this problem, we deﬁne a client transaction as a combination of all processing
activities that deliver an entire web page requested by a client, i.e., generate the main
HTML ﬁle as well as retrieve embedded objects and perform related database queries.
Typically, a continuous period of time during which a client accesses a Web service
is referred to as a User Session which consists of a sequence of consecutive individual
transaction requests. According to the TPC-W speciﬁcation, the number of concurrent
sessions (i.e., customers) or emulated browsers (EBs) is kept constant throughout the
experiment. For each EB, the TPC-W benchmark deﬁnes the user session length, the
user think time, and the queries that are generated by the session. In our experimental
environment,two Pentium D machines are used to simulate the EBs. If there are m EBs
in the system, then each machine emulates m/2 EBs. One Pentium D machine is used
as the back-end database server, which is installed with MySQL 5.0 having a database
of 10,000 items in inventory.
There are 14 different transactions deﬁned by TPC-W. In general, these transac-
tions can be roughly classiﬁed of “Browsing” or “Ordering” type, as shown in Table 3.
Furthermore, TPC-W deﬁnes three standard transaction mixes based on the weight of
5 We use terms “front server” and “application server” interchangeably in this paper.Browsing Type Ordering Type
Home Shopping Cart
New Products Customer Registration
Best Sellers Buy Request
Product detail Buy Conﬁrm
Search Request Order Inquiry
Execute Search Order Display
Admin Request
Admin Conﬁrm
Table 3. The 14 transactions deﬁned in TPC-W.
each type (i.e., browsing or ordering) in the particular transaction mix:
– the browsing mix with 95% browsing and 5% ordering;
– the shopping mix with 80% browsing and 20% ordering;
– the ordering mix with 50% browsing and 50% ordering.
One way to capture the navigation pattern within a session is through the Customer
Behavior Model Graph (CBMG) [16], which describes patterns of user behavior, i.e.,
how users navigate through the site, and where arcs connecting states (transactions)
reﬂect theprobabilityof thenexttransactiontype.TPC-W is parameterizedbytheset of
probabilities that drive user behavior from one state to another at the user session level.
During a session, each EB cycles through a process of sending a transaction request,
receiving the response web page, and selecting the next transaction request. Typically,
a user session starts with a Home transaction request.
The TPC-W implementationis based on the J2EE standard – a Java platform which
is used for web application development and designed to meet the computing needs of
largeenterprises.Fortransactionmonitoring,weuse theHP(Mercury)Diagnostics[29]
tool which offers a monitoring solution for J2EE applications. The Diagnostics tool
collects performance and diagnostic data from applications without the need for ap-
plication source code modiﬁcation or recompilation. It uses bytecode instrumentation,
which enables a tool to record processed transactions and their database calls over time
as well as to measure their execution time (both transactions and their database calls).
We use the Diagnostics tool to measure the number of completed requests nk in the kth
period having a granularity of 5 seconds. We also use the sar command to obtain the
utilizations of two servers across time with one second granularity.
3.2 Bottleneck Switch in TPC-W
For each transaction mix, we run a set of experiments with different numbers of EBs
rangingfrom25 to 150.Each experimentruns for 3 hours,where the ﬁrst 5 minutes and
the last 5 minutes are considered as warm-up and cool-down periods and thus omitted
in the analysis. User think times are exponentially distributed with mean Z = 0.5s.
Figure 4 presents the overall system throughput, the mean system utilization at the
front server and the mean system utilization at the database server as a function of EBs.
Figure4(a)shows that thesystem becomesoverloadedwhenthe numberof EBs reaches
75, 100, and 150 under the browsing mix, the shopping mix, and the ordering mix,
respectively. Beyond these EB values, the system throughput remains asymptotically
ﬂat. This is due to the “closed loop” aspect of the system, i.e., the ﬁxed number of EBs
(customers), that is effectively an upper bound on the number of jobs that circulate in
the system at all times. 0
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Fig.4. Illustrating a) system overall throughput, b) average CPU utilization of the front server,
and c) average CPU utilization of the database server for three TPC-W transaction mixes. The
mean think time Z is set to 0.5 seconds.
The results from Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show that under the shopping and the or-
dering mixes, the front server is a bottleneck, where the CPU utilizations are almost
100% at the front tier but only 20-40% at the database tier. For the browsing mix, we
see that the CPU utilization of the front server increases very slowly as the number of
EBs increases beyond 75, which is consistent with the very slow growth of throughput.
For example, when the front server is already 100% utilized under the shopping and the
ordering mixes, the front server for the browsing mix is just around 80%. Meanwhile,
for the browsing mix, the CPU utilization of the database server increases quickly
as the number of EBs increases. When the number of EBs is beyond 100, it is not
obvious which server is responsible for the bottleneck: the average CPU utilizations
of two servers are about the same, differing by a statistically insigniﬁcant margin. In
presence of burstiness in the service times, this may suggest that the phenomenon of
bottleneck switch occurs between the front and the database servers across time. This
phenomenon is not speciﬁc to the testbed described in the current work. In an earlier
paper [31], a similar situation was observed for a different TPC-W testbed. That is, a
server may becomethe bottleneckwhile processingconsecutivelylargerequests, but be
lightly loaded duringother periods. In general,additional investigationto determinethe
existence of bottleneck switch is required when the average utilizations are relatively
close or when the workloads are known to be highly variable.
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Fig.5. The CPU utilization of the front server and the database server across time with 1 second
granularity for (a) the browsing mix, (b) the shopping mix, and (c) the ordering mix under 100
EBs. The monitoring window is 300 seconds.
To conﬁrm our conjecture about the existence of bottleneck switch in the browsing
mixexperiment,wepresentCPU utilizationsofthefrontandthedatabaseserversacross
time for the browsing mix, as well as for the shopping and the ordering mixes with 100
EBs, see Figure 5. A bottleneck switch occurs when the database server utilizationbecomes signiﬁcantly higher than the front server utilization, as clearly visible in Fig-
ure 5(a) under the browsing mix workload. As shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), there
is no bottleneck switch for the shopping and the ordering mixes, although these two
workloads are also highly variable.
The bottleneck switch is a characteristic effect of burstiness in the service times.
This unstable behavior is extremely hard to model. Later, in Section 4.3, we show that
the browsing mix exhibits a signiﬁcantly higher index of dispersion for both the front
and database server compared to the shopping and ordering mixes.
3.3 The Analysis of Bottleneck Switch
Now, we focus on the burstiness in a multi-tier application to further analyze the symp-
toms and possible causes of the bottleneck switch. Indeed, for a typical request-reply
transaction, the application server may issue multiple database calls while preparing
the reply of a web page. This cascading effect of various tasks breaks down the overall
transaction service time into several parts, including the transaction processing time at
theapplicationserveras well asall relatedqueryprocessingtimesat thedatabaseserver.
Therefore,theapplicationcharacteristicsandthehighvariabilityin databaseservermay
cause burstiness in the overall transaction service times.
To verify the above congecture,we record the queue length at the database server at
eachinstance thatthe databaserequestis issuedby theapplicationserveranda prepared
replyisreturnedbacktotheapplicationserver.Figure6presentsthequeuelengthacross
time at the database server (see solid lines in the ﬁgure) as well as the CPU utilizations
of the database server (see dashed lines in the ﬁgure) for all three transaction mixes.
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Fig.6. The CPU utilization of the database server (dashed lines) and average queue length at the
database server (solid lines) across time for (a) the browsing mix, (b) the shopping mix, and (c)
the ordering mix. In this ﬁgure, the y-axis range of both performance metrics is the same because
there are 100 EBs (clients) in the system. The monitoring window is 120 seconds.
Here, in order to make the ﬁgure easy to read, we show the case with 100 EBs such
that the y-axis range for both performance metrics (i.e., queue length and utilization)
is the same. First of all, the results for the browsing mix in Figure 6(a) verify that
burstiness does exist in the queue length at the database server, where the queue holds
less than 10 jobs for some periods, while sharply increases to as high as 90 jobs during
other periods. More importantly, the burstiness in the database queue length exactly
matches the burstiness in the CPU utilizations of the database server. Thus, at some
periods almost all the transaction processing happens either at the application server
(with the application server being a bottleneck) or at the database server (with the 0
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(c) Ordering Mix
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Fig.7. The overall queue length at the database server (dashed lines) and the number of current
requests in system for the Best Seller transaction (solid lines) across time for (a) the browsing
mix, (b) the shopping mix, and (c) the ordering mix, with 100 EBs and mean think time equal to
0.5s. The monitoring window is 120 seconds.
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(c) Ordering Mix
Home Transaction
Fig.8. The number of current requests in system for the Home transaction across time for (a) the
browsing mix, (b) the shopping mix, and (c) the ordering mix, with 100 EBs and mean think time
equal to 0.5s. The monitoring window is 120 seconds.
database server being a respective bottleneck). This leads to the alternated bottleneck
between the application vs the database servers.
In contrast, no burstiness can be observed in the queue length for the shopping and
the ordering mixes, although these two workloads have also high variability in their
utilizations, see Figures 6(b) and 6(c). These results are consistent with those shown in
Figures 5(b) and 5(c), where the application server is the main system bottleneck.
According to the TPC-W speciﬁcation, different transaction types may have differ-
ent number of outbound database queries. For example, the Home transaction has two
database queries in maximum and one in minimum for each transaction request while
the Best Seller transaction always has two outbound database queries per transaction
request. To analyze whether burstiness in the database queue length originates from
some particular transaction types, we measure the number of current requests for each
transaction type over time. After revisiting all 14 transaction types, we ﬁnd that the
sources of this burstiness are indeed due to speciﬁc transaction types. Figures 7 and 8
show the results for two representativetransaction types, the Best Seller transaction and
the Home transaction, under three transaction mixes.
In Figure 7, the overall database queue length across time is also plotted as a base
line. As shown in Figure 7(a), although in the browsing mix only 11% of requests
belongs to the Best Seller transaction type, the number of these requests dominates the
overall database queue length: the spikes in the overall queue length in the database
clearly originate from this particular transaction type. Furthermore, there is burstinessµ2
MAPDB
DB Server
µ1
MAPFS
Front Server
Clients
Z
Fig.9. The closed queueing network for modeling the multi-tier system.
in the number of requests for this transaction type and this burstiness “matches” well
the overall queue length in the database server. In addition, for some extremely high
spikes, e.g., at timestamp 40 in Figure 7(a), the requests of another popular transaction
type, the Home transaction,also contributeto burstiness (see Figure8(a)).These ﬁgures
indicate that Best Seller and Home transactions share some resources required for their
processing at the database server, and it leads to extreme burstiness during such time
periods.
For the shopping and the ordering mixes, there is no visible burstiness in either
the queue length at the database server or the number of current requests for each
transaction type, as shown in Figure 7(b)-(c) and Figure 8(b)-(c), respectively.
In summary, we showed that
– burstiness in the service times can be a result of a certain workload combination
(mix) in the multi-tier applications (e.g., burstiness in the service times may exist
under the browsing mix in the TPC-W testbed);
– burstiness in the service times can be caused by a bottleneck switch between the
tiers, and can be a result of “hidden” resource contention between the transactions
of different types and across different tiers.
Systems with burstiness result in unstable behavior that is extremely hard to ex-
press and model. The super-position of several events, such as database locking con-
ditions, variability in service time of software operations, memory contention, and/or
characteristics of the scheduling algorithms, may interact in a complex way, resulting
in burstiness in the system. The question is whether instead of identifying the low-
level exact causes of burstiness as traditional models would require, one can provide
an effective way to infer this information using live system measurements in order to
capture burstiness into new capacity planning models.
3.4 Traditional MVA Performance Models Do not Work
In this section, we use standard performance evaluation methodologies to deﬁne an
analytical model of the multi-tier architecture presented in Section 3.1. Our goal is to
show that existingqueueingmodels can be largelyinaccuratein performanceprediction
if the system is subject to bottleneck switches. We show in Section 4 how performance
models can be generalized to correctly account for burstiness and bottleneck switches
based on the index of dispersion.
We model the multi-tier architecture studied in our experiments by a closed queue-
ing network composed of two queues and a delay center as shown in Figure 9. Closed
queueingnetworks(see[13]foranintroduction)areestablishedasthestandardcapacity
planning models for predicting the performanceof distributed architectures using inex-
pensive algorithms, e.g., Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [22]; we refer to these models in
the rest of the paper as MVA models. 40
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Fig.10. MVA model predictions versus measured throughput.
In the MVA model shown in Figure 9, the two queues are used to abstract perfor-
mance of the front server and of the database server, respectively. The delay center is
instead representative of the average user think time Z between receiving a Web page
and submitting a new page download request6. The two queues serve jobs according
to a processor-sharing scheduling discipline. In the real application, the servlet code is
a mix of instructions at the front server and the database server: without an expensive
analysis ofthesourcecode,it is trulydifﬁcultto characterizetheswitch ofthe execution
from the front server to the database server and back, we thus make a simpliﬁcation by
assuming that requests ﬁrst execute at the front server without any interruptionand then
the residual service time is processed at the database server7. Consequently, with this
simpliﬁcation, the two queues in Figure 9 are connected in series.
The proposed MVA model can be immediately parameterized by the following
values:
– the mean service time SFS of the front server;
– the mean service time SDB of the database server;
– the average user think time Z;
– the number of emulated browsers (EBs).
Note that the arrival process at the multi-tier system, which is in the real system the
arrival of new TPC-W sessions, is fully reproduced by the Z parameter. In fact, a new
TPC-W session is generatedin Z seconds aftercompletionof a previously-runninguser
session: thus, the feedback-loopaspect of TPC-W is fully captured by the closed nature
of the queueing network and the user think time Z completes the model of the TPC-W
arrival process.
Thevalues of SFS and SDB can be determinedwith linear regressionmethodsfrom
the CPU utilization samples measured across time at the two servers [30]. Instead, Z
andthenumberofEBs areimposedto set a speciﬁc scenario.Forexample,inFigure10,
weevaluateanincreaseofthenumberofEBsundertheﬁxedthinktimeZ = 0.5s;other
choicesofthe delayarepossible,see Section4.2fora discussion.Indeed,increasingthe
EB number is a typical way in capacity planning to explore the impact of increasingly
largertrafﬁcintensities on system performance.Figure 10shows the results of theMVA
6 The main difference between a queue and a delay server is that the mean response time at the
latter is independent of the number of requests present.
7 In the following sections, we consider the burstiness associated to the execution of these
requests at the front server and at the database server. Our abstraction ignores the order of
execution of portions of the servlet code and has no impact on the burstiness estimates because
the requests complete faster than the monitoring window of the measurement tool. Thus, for
an external observer, it would be impossible to distinguish between samples collected from the
real system and those of the abstracted system where the code ﬁrst executes only at the front
server and then completes at the database server.model predictions versus the actual measured throughputs (TPUTs) of the system as a
function of the number of EBs.
The three plots in the ﬁgure illustrate the accuracy of the MVA model under the
browsing, shopping, and ordering mixes. The results show that the MVA model predic-
tion is quite accurate for the shopping and ordering mixes, while there exists a large
error up to 36% between the predicted and the measured throughputs for the brows-
ing mix, see Figure 10(a). This indicates that MVA models can deal very well with
systems without burstiness (e.g., the ordering mix in Figure 10(c)) and with systems
where burstiness does not result in a bottleneckswitch (e.g.,the shoppingmix in Figure
10(b)). However, the fundamental and most challenging case of burstiness that causes
bottleneck switches reveals the limitation of the MVA modeling technique, see Figure
10(a). This is consistent with established theoretical results for MVA models, which
rule out the possibility of capturing the bottleneck switching phenomenon [2].
4 Integrating Burstiness in Performance Models
Here,we use a measureofburstiness forthe parameterizationof the performancemodel
presented in Figure 9. In Section 4.1, we ﬁrst present the methodology for integrating
the burstiness in queueing models and then discuss the impact of measurement gran-
ularity in Section 4.2. The experimental results that validate the proposed model are
given in Section 4.3.
4.1 Integrating I in Performance Models
Inordertointegratetheindexofdispersionin queueingmodels,we modelservicetimes
asatwo-phaseMarkovianArrivalProcess(MAP(2))[19,23,6].AMAP(2)isaMarkov
chain that jumps between two states and the active state determines the current rate of
service. For example, one state may be associated with slow service times, the other
may represent fast service times. While processing the sequence of jobs, the MAP(2)
jumps between these two states according to predeﬁned frequencies. Simultaneously,
the service rate offered to the jobs changes according to the current state. The variation
of service rates of the MAP(2) is sufﬁcient to reproduce the burstiness observed in
the measured trace. The challenge is to assign the service rates of the two states and
the jumping frequencies such that the service times received by the jobs served by
the MAP(2) in the queueing model have the same burstiness properties of the service
timesin themeasuredtrace.Fortunately,MAP(2) servicerates andjumpingfrequencies
can be ﬁtted with closed-form formulas given the mean, SCV , skewness, and lag-1
autocorrelation coefﬁcient ρ1 of the measured service times [9,7].
We use these closed-formformulas to deﬁne the MAP(2) as follows. After estimat-
ing the mean service time and the index of dispersion I of the trace, we also estimate
the 95th percentile of the service times as we describe at the end of this subsection.
Given the mean, the index of dispersion I, and the 95th percentile of service times,
we generate a set of MAP(2)s that have ±20% maximal error on I, see [12,1] for
computational formulas of I in MAP(2)s. Among this set of MAP(2)s, we choose the
onewith its 95thpercentileclosest to thetrace. Overall,the computationalcost of ﬁtting
the MAP(2)s is negligible both in time and space requirements.For instance, the ﬁttingof the MAP(2)s has been performed in MATLAB in less than ﬁve minutes8 for the
experiments in this paper.
We conclude by explaining how to estimate the 95th percentile of the service times
from the measured trace. We compute the 95th percentile of the measured busy times
Bk in Figure 2 and scale it by the median number of requests processed in the busy
periods. If the trace has high dispersion (e.g., I >> 100), this estimate is very accurate
because the nk jobs that are served in the kth busy period receive a similar service
time Sk and the busy time is therefore Bk ≈ nkSk. This approximation consists in
assuming that nk is always constant and equal to its median value med(nk). Under this
hypothesisthe 95thpercentileof Bk is simply med(nk) times the 95thpercentile ofSk.
Conversely, if the trace has low dispersion (e.g., I < 100), the estimation is inaccurate.
Nevertheless, we observe that we can still use this simpliﬁcation, because under low-
burstinessconditionsthequeueingperformanceis dominatedbythemeanandtheSCV
of the distribution, and therefore a biased estimate of the 95th percentile does not have
any appreciable effect on accuracy. In practice, we have found this estimation approach
to be highly satisfactory for system modeling as shown by the experimental results
reported in the next sections.
4.2 Impact of Measurement Granularity and Monitoring Windows
Starting from the MAP-based model deﬁned in the previous section, we validate the
accuracy of the new analytic model using the same experimental setup as in Section
3.4. We denote by Zqn the think time used in the capacity planning queueing network
model that represents the system presented in Section 3.4. For validation, we always
compare the predictions of this model with a real experiment where the TPC-W has
think time Zqn. The notation Zestim denotes the TPC-W think time used in experi-
ments to generate the traces from which we estimate I and the MAP(2)s. In general,
Zestim can differ from Zqn, e.g., if we want to explore the sensitivity of the system to
different think times we may consider models with different Zqn, but the MAP(2)s are
parameterizedfromthesameexperimentaltraceobtainedforacertainZestim  = Zqn.A
robust modelingmethodologycouldpredict well the performanceof the system also for
Zqn  = Zestim and we are seeking for a robust characterization of the service processes
which is insensitive to the value Zestim that describes a characteristic of the arrival
process to the multi-tier system, rather than a property of the servers.
In all validations, we set Zqn = 0.5s and evaluate throughput and an increase of
the number of EBs. The default think time value for the TPC-W benchmark is 7s,
but setting Zqn = 7s we would need to set the number of EBs as high as 1200 to
reach heavy-load. Unfortunately, no existing numerical approach can solve the model
for exact solutions when the system has such a large number of EBs. Since in this work
we are interested in validating models with respect to their exact accuracy, we have
explored exact solutions in Section 3.4 by reducing the user think time to Zqn = 0.5s,
such that the system becomes overloadedwhen the numberof EBs is around100−150.
Models with larger number of EBs should be evaluated with approximations,e.g., with
the class of performancebounds presented in [6]. In the rest of paper, we only consider
8 Occasionally, and only for certain combinations of I and 95th percentile, there may exist more
than one MAP(2) with identical mean, I, and 95th percentile. We have not found this case
during the experiments in this paper, but in general we recommend to choose the MAP(2)
with largest lag-1 autocorrelation since this results in a slightly more aggressive burstiness
proﬁle that provides conservative capacity planning estimates.9
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Fig.11. Comparing the results for the model which ﬁts MAPs with different Zestim = 0.5s and
Zestim = 7s. Oneach bar, the relativeerror with respect to theexperimental data isalsoreported.
queueing network models with Zqn = 0.5s. By building the underlying Markov chain
and solving the system of linear equations, we solve the new analytic model and get
the analytic results, see [6] for a description of the Markov chain underlying a MAP
queueing network.
Here, we ﬁrst present validation results on the browsing mix for different values
of the measurement granularity Zestim. Since measurements should not interfere with
normalserveroperations,wehaveset themonitoringwindowresolutionoftheDiagnos-
tics tool to a standard W = 5s, which means that hundreds of requests may be served
between the collection of two consecutive utilization samples. For instance, when the
user thinktime in TPC-W is set to Zestim = 0.5sand thenumberof EBs is 50,there are
on average 465 requests completed in a monitoring window of W = 5s. A reduction
of the frequency of sampling makes it difﬁcult to collect a large number of samples
(e.g., tens of thousands), and this signiﬁcantly reduces the statistical robustness of the
index of dispersion estimates9. Conversely, we have found that decreasing the mean
throughput of the system by an increase of Zestim can have beneﬁcial effects on the
quality of the index of dispersion estimation without having to modify the monitoring
window resolution.
Figure 11 compares the analytic results with the experimental measurements of the
real system for the browsing mix. A summary of the think time values used in the two
models is givenin Table 4. In all models,we set the mean user thinktime to Zqn = 0.5s
and vary the system loads with different EBs. To evaluate the effect of the measurement
granularity on the analytic model, we have estimated two sets of MAP(2)s by using
the measured traces from the experiments with 50 EBs and two different levels of
measurement granularity, i.e., the user think time Zestim = 0.5s, and Zestim = 7s,
respectively. As Zestim increases, we are getting monitoring data of ﬁner granularity,
because in the same monitoring window W a smaller number of requests is completed.
This makes the estimation of the variance of Nt in the algorithm in Figure 2 more
accurate as the ﬁner granularity reveals better the nature of the service times. This is
intuitive, e.g., in the extreme case where Zestim is so large that only a single request is
9 Robustness depends on the relative frequency of service time peaks, e.g., if congestion events
due to bursty arrivals as in Figure 1(d) are not frequent, then a large volume of experimental
data may be needed to distinguish such events from outliers and correctly identify the bursty
behavior.Queueing Network MAP(2) Estimation
Model-Z0.5 Zqn = 0.5s Zestim = 0.5s
Model-Z7 Zqn = 0.5s Zestim = 7s
Table 4. Think time values considered in the accuracy validation experiments.
completed during a single monitoring window W, then our measurement corresponds
to a direct measure of the request service time and the estimation becomes optimal10.
In Figure 11, the corresponding relative prediction error, which is the ratio of the
absolute difference between the analytic result over the measured result, is shown on
each bar. The ﬁgure shows that precision increases non-negligibly when a ﬁner granu-
larity of monitoringdata is used.As the system becomesheavily loaded,the modelwith
ﬁner granularity (i.e., Zestim as high as 7s) dramatically reduces the relative prediction
error to 2.4%.
4.3 Validation of Prediction Accuracy on Different Transaction Mixes
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Fig.12. Modeling results for three transaction mixes as a function of the number of EBs.
Figure 12 compares the analytical results with the experimental measurements of
the real system for the three transaction mixes. The values of the index of dispersion for
the front and the database service processes are also shown in the ﬁgure. Throughout
all experiments, the mean user think time Zqn is set to Zqn = 0.5s; the MAP(2)s are
obtained from experimental data collected with Zestim = 7s.
Figure 12 gives evidence that the new analytic model based on the index of disper-
sion achieves gains in the prediction accuracy with respect to the MVA model on all
workload mixes, showing that it is reliable also when the workloads are not bursty. In
the browsing mix, the index of dispersion enables the queueing model to effectively
capture both burstiness and bottleneck switch. The results of the proposed analytic
model match closely the experimental results for the browsing mix, while remaining
robust in all other cases.
The shopping mix presents an interesting case: as already observed in Section 3.4,
the MVA model performs well on the shopping mix despite the existing burstiness
10 Indeed, a large increase of Zestim to this level would be unrealistic because it would hide
possible slowdowns inservice timesthat become evident only when several requests areserved
simultaneously, e.g., increased memory access times in algorithms due to an increase in size
of shared data structures. For this reason, it is always advisable to increase Zestim such that
there are some tens of requests completed in a time window W during the experiment.because, regardless of the variation of the workload at the database server, the front
server remains the major source of congestion for the system and the model behaves
similarly to a MVA model (i.e., there is no bottleneck switch).
In the ordering mix, the feature of workload burstiness is almost negligible and the
phenomenonof bottleneck switch between the front and the database servers cannot be
easily observed, see Section 3.2. For this case, MVA yields prediction errors up to 5%.
Yet, as shown in Figure 12(b) and 12(c), our analytic model further improves MVA’s
prediction accuracy. This happens because the index of dispersion I is able to capture
detailed properties of the service time process, which can not be captured by the MVA
model.
All results shown in Figure 12 validate the analytic model based on the index of
dispersion: its performance results are in excellent agreement with the experimental
values in the system, and it remains robust in systems with and without the feature of
workload burstiness and bottleneck switch.
5 Related Work
Capacity planning of multi-tier systems is a critical part of the architecture design pro-
cess and requires reliable quantitative methods, see [17] for an introduction. Queueing
models are popular for predicting system performance and answering what-if capacity
planning questions [17,28,27,26]. Single-tier queueing models focus on capturingthe
performance of the most-congested resource only (i.e., bottleneck tier): [28] describes
the application tier of an e-commerce system as a M/GI/1/PS queue; [20] abstracts the
application tier of a N-node cluster as a multi-server G/G/N queue.
Mean Value Analysis (MVA) queueing models that capture all the multi-tier archi-
tecture performance have been validated in [27,26] using synthetic workloads running
on real systems. The parameterization of these MVA models requires only the mean
service demand placed by requests at the different resources. In [24] the authors use
multiple linear regression techniques for estimating from utilization measurements the
mean service demands of applications in a single-threaded software server. In [15], Liu
et al. calibrate queueing model parameters using inference techniques based on end-
to-end response time measurements. A trafﬁc model for Web trafﬁc has been proposed
in [14], which ﬁts real data using mixtures of distributions.
However, the observations in [18] show that autocorrelation in multi-tier systems
ﬂows, which is ignored by standard capacity planning models, must be accounted for
accurateperformancepredictionofmulti-tieredsystems.Indeed,[3]presentsthatbursti-
nessintheWorldWideWebanditsrelatedapplicationspeakstheloadoftheWebserver
beyond its capacity, which results in signiﬁcant degradation of the actual server perfor-
mance. In this paper we have proposed for the ﬁrst time robust solutions for capacity
planning under workload burstiness. The class of MAP queueing networks considered
herehas beenﬁrst introducedin[6]togetherwith a boundingtechniqueforapproximate
model solution. In this paper, we have proposed a parameterization of MAP queueing
networks using for the service process of each server its mean service time, the index of
dispersion, and the 95-th percentile of service times. The index of dispersion has been
frequentlyadoptedin the networkingliterature for describingtrafﬁc burstiness [25,11];
in particular, it is known that the performance of the G/M/1/FCFS queue in heavy-
trafﬁc is completely determined by its mean service time and the index of dispersion
[25]. Further results concerning the characterization of index of dispersion in MAPs
can be found in [1].6 Conclusions
Today’s IT and Services departments are faced with the difﬁcult task of ensuring that
enterprise business-critical applications are always available and provide adequate per-
formance. Predicting and controlling the issues surrounding system performance is a
difﬁcult and overwhelming task for IT administrators. With complexity of enterprise
systems increasing over time and customer requirements for QoS growing, effective
models for quick and automatic evaluation of required system resources in production
systems become a priority item on the service provider’s “wish list”.
In this work, we have presented a solution to the difﬁcult problem of model param-
eterization by inferring essential process information from coarse measurements in a
real system. After giving quantitative examples of the importance of integrating bursti-
ness in performance models pointing out its role relatively to the bottleneck switching
phenomenon, we show that coarse measurements can still be used to parameterize
queueing models that effectively capture burstiness and variability of the true process.
The parameterized queueing model can thus be used to closely predict performance in
systems eveninthe verydifﬁcultcase wherethereis persistentbottleneckswitch among
the various servers. Detailed experimentation on a multi-tiered system using the TPC-
W benchmark validates that the proposed technique offers a robust solution to predict
performance of systems subject to burstiness and bottleneck switching conditions.
The proposed approach is based on measurements that can be routinely obtained
from existing commercial monitoring tools. The resulting parameterized models are
practical and robust for a variety of capacity planning and performance modeling tasks
in production environments.
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